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CbEvo is a game in process where you modify, name, and battle with your own custom 

made creatures. Let’s dive into the create, battle, and evolve functions, which are the three main 

techniques of this modern, multi-perspective game.  

To create a creature, use the Internet and pick part of a picture and then determine the 

function of it. What will it be, a arm? Tail? Head? After you determine its part, color it. will it be 

plaid? White? Electric yellow? After you color it, size it. Long and skinny? Short and bulky? Then 

start again until you are satisfied with its look.Then, name it. What will it be? Sinthia? Arsenic? 

Then look at its stats. Change its status points to power it up. Speed makes you move first and 

get more shots in a row. Attack powers up damage and Defence reduces damage. 

Then LET THE BATTLE BEGIN! Rage through campaign mode in which exists a crystal 

that turns players into your custom creature. Then stop the humans from destroying the digital 

forest where you live, or wreak havoc in multiplayer mode which pits you against other players 

in real time! This ability allows players to actually interact with players and not just NPCs, which 

makes for a change because most games use computers to instead of real players in 

multiplayer mode.  

After players acquire enough fusion points from beating enemies, it is possible to then 

evolve. You can even add more skill points and body parts after evolving to upgrade the 

creature. After evolving, players get to unlock even more levels in campaign mode, new digital 

ligaments, and even more creature slots which allow you to make more custom creatures. 

These will useful later when facing a tough enemy because when one dies, you can throw in a 

second or even third creature to finish the opponent off. 

By being able to modify the stats and appearance of your creature, players can feel as 

though they will have control. Some benefits of this game include they will make more self 

conscience decisions. 

 
Create. 
Battle. 
Evolve. 


